END OF JUNE REPORT 2017 KALIRO
It has been a month of expectation as the guests from the states were to have a one day horse ride
to the city of Kaliro. Surely we were so blessed to host this scenario and all was good with us. The
visitors had take quick visits to different projects like the rabbits, pigs, garden and more so the
borehole not forgetting a walk on foot with Papa, Kirk, Mama and others to one nearby home and
had a chance to see the worm that has destroyed our crops especially the maize as Mendi and Shelly
had to ride on a bike to a far place 15 minutes away. This was an American hour at Kaliro Kids as you
can see Tom, and the group taking the Kaliro safe waters. We thank God for them and as they have
caused this to exist in such a needful area a saviour the community our pride.
Having been privileged with extra food money this month, we have been able to supply cassava and
posho together with salt and soap to 102 hungry and needy families of which each family was
getting 8 kilogrammes of food that served them for 5 days. Since the government programme was
only giving out 3 kgs per home, the local government have concerns to appreciate the help and the
work well done for the community by this project at such a needful moment. We also gave half a bar
of soap and half a kilo of salt as an accompaniment. An added praise is the water project though
benefiting the community, we are now a new class to as now our vegetable garden is ever green and
supplying daily greens the family and the camps. It has become a model since is at the borehole
many are learning and doing the same at their homes since the water has come closer than before.
We thank God for this big relief surely this is His perfect working for His loved ones.
Having had a problem with one of our candidates concerning registration, we had many ups and
downs to make all ends meet as the school on registering found out someone else had registered in
the names of our child’s documents we have to pull rope as we went to the other school in another
District of Namutumba but when we compared both documents they were too different and even
the year that both sat their primary seven were different instead the problem was with the Uganda
National Examination Board . We are positively expectant as the school head teacher is in full swing
of the matter. The rest of students in various schools are doing well. As well we have moved to all
schools though paid fees in only two of them since the much was not enough for everyone but
served only the most urgent cases at hand. All in all we happened to pay fees for 12 students and we
spent ugsh 1, 080,000.Though a few people harvesting, we had a few cases of kids absenting
themselves from school a sign of maturing and loving school. In addition we have been able to
purchase 7 school uniforms for them that theirs had worn out. Lastly with education, we had a group
of all Sonshine high parents go to visit the school the 1 st of July and it was very good for the first
time. We travelled well as each parent was so happy they had good time with their children had
meals together and it was fun this day away from home as it has become the talk of the week.
In a nut shell their consisted a few seeds in comparison to the events and achievements met during
our home round up. First and foremost, we shared Christ to this family that was surely ripe and a
good result was registered as the head of the family took Christ to be part of him and we thank God
that he is now a member in the local church with us. It is a praise that there is a revival in this village

and people are genuinely knowing and understanding God through what we are doing to the
community. This resulted in the giving out of food by this organisation as he explains and says that
this is a generous organisation. This includes the assistance granted the family of the lame man by
the names Lekula Patrick. We moved to 48 families gave out 4 basins to these families that did not
have that were using a cup to bath after a neighbour’s cow passed around and stepped into the
basin and broke it so for a while they have been using a cup to take water as well as bathing. We also
bought a blanket, sheets and 2 mattresses as we handled different issues in different families.
Surely the toughest times have been experienced as at last all of our families fell victims of malaria
and men this put me and my family, the third person and his family down and even for them that
are in boarding school were down but whenever we could gain we moved out since we had 19 other
cases out there with malaria on drugs that they picked at the base hence it was our responsibility to
monitor the progress as to some malaria was resistant to the drug given and we had to review and
change the drug to a stronger one. All in all it worked so fast to others as others are still healing
slowly and in need of lots of drinks since we did not put them on drips raising the number affected
to 52 not mentioning them with cough and colds, wounds and others. Work has resumed to normal
and all that went lacking is strictly in fabrication to catch up with the setbacks encountered
previously. We are yet to take the bull by the horns despite the hours and weather a head of us but
mostly thank you for your fervent prayers that saved our son at school that was that had a few days
to die at the corner of the school fence as was found fallen crying for help with swollen and rotten
wounds as you can see the both knees in picture. Jesus loves us and that it why He always reminds
us of many things when we pray always.

